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Tilt Pad Bearing Distributed Pad
Inlet Temperature With Machine
Learning—Part II: Morton Effect
The Morton effect (ME) occurs when a bearing journal experiences asymmetric heating due
to synchronous vibration, resulting in thermal bowing of the shaft and increasing vibration.
An accurate prediction of the journal’s asymmetric temperature distribution is critical for
reliable ME simulation. This distribution is strongly influenced by the film thermal bound-
ary condition at the pad inlets. Part I utilizes machine learning (ML) to obtain a two-
dimensional radial and axial distribution of temperatures over the leading-edge film
cross section. The hybrid finite volume method (FVM)—bulk flow method of Part I elimi-
nated film temperature discontinuities and is utilized in Part II for improving accuracy
and efficiency of ME simulation. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4052172]
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1 Introduction
The Morton effect (ME) occurs most frequently in high-

performance, high-speed machines with rotors having large over-
hung masses, and supported by fluid-film bearings. The journal is
forced to precess, or orbit, in a synchronous, elliptical motion by
rotor mass imbalance forces, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The synchro-
nous orbit exposes the same point on the journal to the maximum
heat generation, and near minimum film thickness, each rotation
of the shaft, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). This results in an asymmetric
temperature change that varies sinusoidally around the circumfer-
ence of the journal.
The maximum temperature (journal hot spot) lags slightly behind

the minimum film thickness (journal high spot). Figure 1(c) illus-
trates the shaft thermal bow induced by the journal temperature
asymmetry. Similar with imbalance, bow also drives synchronous
vibration, which alters the journal orbit, journal heating, and shaft
bow. This cycle forms a positive feedback loop under certain
conditions resulting in a synchronous vibration instability, also
known as, the ME.
Morton [1] and Hesseborn [2] first discovered the ME phenom-

ena, and there has been expanding academic and industrial interest
in the subject ever since [3,4]. It is noted that the ME needs to be
distinguished from the Newkirk effect [5]. The latter has
rub-induced asymmetric journal heating, and unlike ME, has coin-
cident high and hot spots. The recent literature review [5] points out
that the ME is still not fully understood in academic and industrial
circles and is being intensely researched. In its most complete sense,
the ME is a complex, transient, three-dimensional (3D), multiphy-
sics phenomenon, demanding extensive computation time for simu-
lation. Thus, much past research [7–12] was conducted with
simplified models for ME instability prediction.
In 1993, Keogh and Morton [6] presented the first ME model,

utilizing concepts from classic control theory to evaluate ME insta-
bility. Short bearing theory and a two-dimensional (2D) energy
equation with constant viscosity were used for the fluid-film mod-
eling. 2D energy equations were also used for modeling the
journal and bearing heat transfer, and the journal surface tempera-
ture was estimated from perturbed and predefined orbits. The influ-
ence of time-varying orbit and shaft bending effects were
investigated in their 1994 paper [7], along with coupled rotor-

bearing system dynamics. Gomiciaga and Keogh utilized computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) for the prediction of journal differential
heating in 1999 [8]. The journal temperature was solved at several
predefined orbit points, and differential heating was evaluated from
the orbit-averaging heat flux. Journal 3D heat conduction was
included, but thermal bending and expansion were not considered.
Balbahadur and Kirk proposed a new ME instability prediction

method based on an imbalance threshold criterion in 2004 [9,10].
ME instability was judged to occur when the resultant unbalance
force exceeded 15% of the rotor weight. The fluid-film model
assumed a linear velocity profile and used a one-dimensional
(1D) circumferential temperature assumption. Thermal deflection
was expressed as a function of a circumferential temperature differ-
ence (ΔT), and the hot spot and high spot were assumed to be coin-
cident. Murphy and Lorenz utilized linear model, phasor influence
(sensitivity) coefficients among vibration, unbalance, and ΔT to
predict ME instability in 2010 [11]. The relations were applied
with classic eigenvalue analysis for ME instability evaluation.
Energy equations for the fluid-film, shaft, and bearing were not
explicitly treated, but were assumed to be solved by conventional
non ME bearing codes, in this “fast” ME evaluation method. The
angle between the high and hot spots was obtained from empirical
sources. Childs and Saha calculated the journal temperature for a
wide range of elliptical orbits, represented with forward and

Fig. 1 ME cyclic asymmetric heating of a journal: (a) initial
imbalance, (b) synchronous orbit at bearing, and (c) journal ΔT
and thermal bow generation
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backward whirl circular orbits, in 2012 [12]. Journal temperature
ΔT associated with any specific orbit was then obtained via interpo-
lating values in lookup tables, during an iterative evaluation of ME
stability. Rotor bending was assumed to vary linearly with ΔT, and
an equivalent thermally induced imbalance was assumed.
Efforts [13–17] to better understand and predict the ME have

been undertaken with higher fidelity models and extensive compu-
tational load, in parallel with the more simplified, and intuitively
based approaches [7–12]. These efforts use staggered nonlinear
transient, numerical integration to enable solution, accounting for
the very long thermal time constants and very short vibration time
constants inherent with the ME [5]. The high fidelity modeling
approaches have evolved to incrementally remove the dimensional,
heating, flow, and vibration assumptions of the simplified, intuitive
approaches.
Lee and Palazzolo used a 2D, finite element method (FEM)-

based thermal hydrodynamic model, with transient analysis, for
modeling the ME in 2013 [13]. A staggered integration scheme pro-
vided an efficient computational approach for the widely separated
thermal and vibration time constant ME problem. Suh and Palaz-
zolo extended the 2D model to a 3D model for the entire shaft,
bearing, and fluid-film computational domains in 2014 [14,15].
A distributed thermal imbalance model replaced the previous
approach of lumping the “thermally induced” unbalance at an over-
hung node. In 2016, Tong et al. [16] advanced Suh’s work by repla-
cing the thermally induced imbalance model with a more realistic
thermal bow model, in the rotor-dynamic simulation. Their ME
model was extended to include double overhung masses in Refs.
[17,18].
The importance of accurate asymmetric journal temperature pre-

diction cannot be overstated for accurate simulation of the ME,
since this determines the thermal shaft bow that drives the ME
vibration increase. Film temperatures have the greatest influence
on journal temperature; therefore, the former must be evaluated
very accurately in the radial, circumferential, and axial directions
of the fluid film. Most recent approaches, i.e., Refs. [13–18] have
adopted FEM for solving the Reynolds and energy equations in
the fluid-film. The shortcoming of FEM is that the contravention
of local energy conservation (temperature discontinuity) is observed
near the journal surfaces, which can greatly influence heat flow into
the journal.
Accurate simulation of TPJB requires complex multiphysics

models as in Refs. [19–21] and as described in Part I. This need
is especially important for simulating the Morton effect. References
[22–25] very clearly demonstrated that bearing oil feed conditions
may significantly affect hydrodynamic bearing performance. This
confirms the importance of the thermal mixing modeling between
pads, as stressed in Part I. The present work advances these findings
to show that the conventional MC approach may be inadequate for
providing accurate pad film inlet temperatures. Yang and Palazzolo
[26] reported in 2020 that the uncertainty and approximation of
the mixing coefficient MC approach for predicting uniform
leading-edge film temperatures could introduce significant error in
tilting pad journal bearing (TPJB) temperature and performance
predictions. This work also demonstrated the significant impact
that radial temperature and axial MC distributions, at the fluid-film
leading-edge, could have on the journal temperatures. Yang and
Palazzolo applied a CFD-based machine learning technique for
obtaining more accurate MC, for TPJB dynamic coefficient predic-
tion in 2020 [27,28]. The regression yielded a single area averaged
MC, neglecting possible radial and axial dependence at the pad
leading-edge.
Part I addressed the two weaknesses of conventional methods for

predicting accurate journal temperature distributions, which is key
for accurate ME prediction. These are film temperature discontinu-
ities and radial and axial temperature variations at the pad
leading-edge inlets. The finite volume method (FVM) was shown
to produce continuous film temperature distributions satisfying
local energy conservation. In addition, a direct solving procedure
for the FVM was provided and demonstrated to significantly

accelerate computational speed. Moreover, the 2D temperature dis-
tribution at the fluid-film leading-edge was determined through a
3D hybrid between pad (HBP) model and implemented in a
dynamic coefficient application by using a machine learning,
axial mixing coefficient (MLAMC) approach. Here, the term
“Between Pad” indicates the oil supply region (groove) between
pads. The approach was validated against full model CFD solution
for static responses and dynamic coefficient prediction.
The primary objective of Part II is to investigate the effects of

implementing the modeling improvements demonstrated in Part I,
to improving ME predictions. These improvements include contin-
uous temperature distributions, radial and axially varying tempera-
ture at the pad inlets, and accelerated computational time. Fluid
thermal inertia between pads, centrifugal force effect, pad flexibil-
ity, and supply oil flow effect are considered in the dynamic simu-
lation. For validation, the proposed model is compared with
experimental data [29], and the drawbacks of the FEM-based and
conventional MC approaches are investigated for ME simulation.
Summarizing, the original contributions of Part II relative to the

literature, including the author’s prior work include:

(a) More accurate journal temperature prediction by accounting
for radially and axially varying film temperatures at each pad
inlet, utilizing the methods of Part I.

(b) Continuous updating of the axial mixing coefficients as the
pad angles, journal position, and other variables change
during the nonlinear, transient ME simulation.

(c) The use of a novel numerical algorithm to accelerate solution
by the finite volume method enables the ME to be simulated
with a reasonable computation time and load, for practical
implementation by industry.

(d) Improved ME simulation accuracy is demonstrated by com-
parison with one of the very few ME test cases in the
literature.

(e) Investigate the supply flowrate effect, through the axial
mixing coefficients varying with supply flowrate, and the
pad flexibility effect on the ME.

2 Morton Effect Simulation Modeling Methods
2.1 Overview. Figure 2 illustrates the constituent subdomains

for ME simulation modeling. ME simulation requires more
complex computational domains and a more intensive computa-
tional load than for static and dynamic coefficient prediction, as pre-
sented in Part I. The rotor-bearing system consists of the linear
bearing, nonlinear bearing (TPJB), and rotor with the overhung
mass, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Most ME theoretical models overlap
with the model presented in Part I. A major difference is that the
present model derives its thermal bow and imbalance distribution
from a hybrid finite element method (HFEM) [16] dynamics
model of the shaft. The HFEM includes a 3D solid element shaft
in the journal region and a 1D beam domain elsewhere. A second
major distinction is the use of inner between pad (IBP) and outer
between pad (OBP) subdomains, which provide a significantly
more accurate representation of the 3D mixing effect between
pads, through coupling with the MLAMC.
The computational domains use suitable numerical methods for

efficient time-cost and accuracy solutions. The governing equations
in the fluid-type domain are discretized by the FVM to follow the
conservation rules strictly, and the FEM is utilized for the solid-type
domains. Table 1 summarizes the theories, dimensions, numerical
methods, and dependent variables of each computational domain.
Numerical time integration is carried out for the dynamic and

thermal models of all domains. The heat capacities of the solid
domains are substantially higher than the fluid domains. Thus, the
temperature changes in the solid domains have a much larger
time constant than that of the fluid-film domains, and of the high fre-
quency vibrations. Thus, a staggered time integration scheme [13] is
applied for an efficient and accurate numerical solution of the
coupled system, possessing widely different time constants.
Details about the method are described in Sec. 3.
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The film thicknesses in the Reynolds model are continuously
updated from the dynamics model displacements (xR, yR, θRx, θRy,
xp, yp, zp, xpvt, δtilt), and the Reynolds model’s pressure solutions
(P) are transferred to the interface boundaries of the rotor and pad
dynamics models, throughout the time integration. In addition,
the Reynolds and energy equations are coupled in the fluid-film
domain. The Reynolds model yields 3D velocity fields derived
from the pressure solution [14]. The velocity fields are applied to
the convective terms of the energy equation for updating the transi-
ent temperature field (Tf) of the fluid-film, which changes the
dynamic viscosity fields in the Reynolds model.
As described in Part I, leading-edge temperatures in the fluid-film

are imposed from the temperature solution (TIB) of the HBP model.
Transient temperatures of the pads and rotor (Tp, TR) are calculated
after the steady-state synchronous orbit is achieved. The rotor tem-
perature (TR) is substituted into the thermal load term in the HFEM
model to obtain shaft and journal displacements (xtr, ytr, ztr, θtr,x, θtr,y,
θtr,z, xtr, ytr, ztr) due to thermal deformation. These displacements
are used to determine the thermal imbalance and bow terms (syn-
chronous excitation forces) in the dynamic rotor model, which are
essential for simulating the ME phenomena. Modeling methods
for the fluid-type domains and the boundary prescriptions are pro-
vided in Part I and are valid for the ME simulation. The theoretical
models in Secs. 2.2, 2.3, and 3 are applied in a repetitive manner

during the system’s transient, numerical integration-based ME
solution.

2.2 Dynamic Rotor and Pad Models. Figure 3 illustrates the
Euler-Bernoulli beam rotor model with force sources. The thermal
imbalance/bow force sources are included in the model but not
shown.
The governing equations for the rotor-bearing system are shown

in Eqs. (1)–(4). The mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are [MR],

Fig. 2 Illustration of computational domain for Morton effect simulation: (a) overview and (b) magnified view

Table 1 Summary of computational domains for Morton effect simulation

Computational domain Type Theory Dim.

Numerical integration

Dependent variableSpace Time

Fluid-film Fluid Reynolds 2D FVM – P
Energy 3D FVM A.R.K. Tf

Inner between pad Fluid Mass 3D FVM – uIB, vIB, wIB

Energy 3D FVM A.R.K. TIB

Outer between pad Fluid Mass 1D FVM – wOB

Energy 1D FVM I.E. TOB

Pad Solid T.D. 3D FEM – xtp, ytp, ztp
D.F.P. 3D FEM A.R.K. xp, yp, zp
Energy 3D FEM A.R.K. Tp

Rotor (shaft) Solid T.D. 3D FEM – xtr, ytr, ztr
Energy 3D FEM A.R.K. TR

HFEM beam Solid Euler-Beam 1D FEM – xtr, ytr, ztr, θtr,x, θtr,y, θtr,z
Dynamic rotor Solid Euler-Beam 1D FEM A.R.K. xR, yR, θRx, θRy
Dynamic pad Solid Rigid pad 0D – A.R.K. xpvt, δtilt

Note: Dim.: dimension, T.D.: thermal deformation, D.F.P.: dynamic flexible pad, A.R.K.: adaptive Runge–Kutta, and I.E.: implicit Euler.

Fig. 3 Degrees-of-freedomof the elastic rotor and force sources
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[CR], and [KR], respectively, and the component of the matrices are
provided in the Appendix. The “damping”matrix [CR] also includes
gyroscopic moment terms. The total number of the rotor nodes is
nR. The right-hand side in Eq. (1) consists of the force terms gener-
ated by the linear bearing {Flb} [30], mechanical imbalance {Fim,i},
and nonlinear bearing {Fnb,i}. The force terms are given in
Eqs. (2)–(4)

[MR]
(4nR×4nR)

{ẍt}
(4nR×1)

+ [CR]
(4nR×4nR)

{ẋt}
(4nR×1)

+ [KR]
(4nR×4nR)

{xr}
(4nR×1)

= {Flb}
(4nR×1)

+ {Fim}
(4nR×1)

+ {Fnb}
(4nR×1)

(1)

{Flb}
(4nR×1)

=− [Clb]
(4nR×4nR)

{ẋt}
(4nR×1)

− [Klb]
(4nR×4nR)

{xt}
(4nR×1)

(2)

{Fim,i}
(4×1)

= {mim,ieim,iω
2
R cos(ωRt +φim,i),

mim,ieim,iω
2
R sin(ωRt +φim,i), 0, 0}T (3)

{Fnb,i}
(4×1)

={F f ,x, Ff ,y, 0, 0}T (4)

The rotor’s total displacement vector {xt} has four degrees-of-
freedom (DOFs) (xR,i, yR,i, θRx,i, θRy,i) for node i, the angular
DOFs (θRx,i, θRy,i) follows the right-hand rule in the stationary
frame, mim,i is the unbalance mass at node i, eim,i and φim,i indicate
the mechanical imbalance magnitude and phase angle, respectively,
ωR is the rotor spin frequency, and Ff,x and Ff,y are the forces gen-
erated by the pressure in the fluid-film of the nonlinear bearing. The
total displacement vector {xt} is obtained from the summation of the
relative displacement vector {xr} and thermal bow vector {xbw}

{xt}
(4nr×1)

= {xr}
(4nr×1)

+ {xbw}
(4nr×1)

(5)

Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (1), and rearranging terms yields
Eq. (6). The force terms from the gyroscopic and thermal bow
effects are included in Eq. (7). The gyroscopic moment terms for
all nodes are given in Eq. (8). Tong et al. [16] introduced the
thermal bow model to replace the previous “effective” overhung
wheel imbalance [14], due to the bow model’s closer resemblance
to the actual ME thermal shaft bowing. This thermal bow model
is applied in the present study. The force term Eq. (9) in the
thermal bow model includes the thermal imbalance and bow. The
mechanical imbalance eim,i, thermal imbalance ebw,i, and thermal
bow θbw,i generate synchronous dynamic excitation at the rotor
spin frequency, ωR, and are included in Eqs. (3) and (9). The
thermal imbalance and bow, including phase lag, are continuously
updated at all rotor nodes when the shaft temperature is updated
in the time staggered, transient numerical integration algorithm [13]

[MR]
(4nR×4nR)

{ẍr}
(4nR×1)

+ [KR]
(4nR×4nR)

{xr}
(4nR×1)

= {FR}
(4nR×1)

(6)

{FR}
(4nR×1)

= {Flb}
(4nR×1)

+ {Fim}
(4nR×1)

+ {Fnb}
(4nR×1)

+ {Fbw}
(4nR×1)

+ {Fgs}
(4nR×1)

(7)

{Fgs}
(4nR×1)

= − [Cgs]
(4nR×4nR)

{ẋt}
(4nR×1)

(8)

{Fbw,i}
(4×1)

=

mR,iebw,iω2
R cos(ωRt + φbw,i)

mR,iebw,iω2
R sin(ωRt + φbw,i)

−IT ,iθbw,iω2
R sin(ωRt + ψbw,i)

IT ,iθbw,iω2
R cos(ωRt + ψbw,i)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(9)

Modal reduction of the rotordynamics model is used to signifi-
cantly accelerate computation speed. The relative displacement
vector {xr} of physical coordinate is approximated by a subspace

spanned by lowest frequency, free-free modal basis vectors, in
columns of the eigenvector matrix [ΦR]. The modal transformation,
with modal coordinate vector {ξr}, is substituted into (6), which is
then premultiplied by [ΦR]

T. This partially decouples and condenses
the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices to an order equal to thems

selected lowest frequency modes, as follows:

{xr}
(4ns×1)

= [ΦR]
(4ns×ms)

{ξr}
(ms×1)

(10)

[ΦR]
T

(mR×4nR)
[MR]

(4nR×4nR)
[ΦR]

(4nR×mR)

{ξ̈r}
(mR×1)

+ [ΦR]
T

(mR×4nR)
[KR]

(4nR×4nR)
[ΦR]

(4nR×mR)

{ξr}
(mR×1)

= [ΦR]
T

(mR×4nR)
{FR}
(4nR×1)

(11)

Equation (11) simplifies to Eq. (12), with the eigenvalue matrix
[λR] in Eq. (13), the modal mass matrix [Mξ,R] in Eq. (14), and
the modal force vector {Fξ,R} in Eq. (15). An adaptive Runge–
Kutta method is applied to Eq. (12) to determine the modal coordi-
nates {ξr} which are then transformed into the physical coordinate,
relative displacements {xr} by Eq. (10). The total (absolute), phy-
sical coordinate displacements {xt} are then obtained from Eq. (5)

{ξ̈r}
(mR×1)

+ [λR]
(mR×mR)

{ξr}
(mR×1)

= [Mξ,R]
−1

(mR×mR)

{Fξ,R}
(mR×1)

(12)

[λR]
(mR×mR)

= [ΦR]
T

(mR×4nR)
[MR]

−1

(4nR×4nR)
[KR]

(4nR×4nR)
[ΦR]

(4nR×mR)

(13)

[Mξ,R]
(mR×mR)

= [ΦR]
T

(mR×4nR)
[MR]

(4nR×4nR)
[ΦR]

(4nR×mR)

(14)

{Fξ,R}
(mR×1)

= [ΦR]
T

(mR×4nR)
{FR}
(4nR×1)

(15)

Both rigid and flexible pad dynamic models are used; however,
flexible pads are utilized unless otherwise stated, for comparing
results for rigid versus flexible pad (Sec. 6). Detailed theory descrip-
tions for the pad dynamic models are provided in Part I, with all
contents identically applicable to ME simulations.

2.3 Transient Thermal Rotor and Pad Model. Figure 4
shows the shaft and pad domains for modeling their temperature
increase due to heating from the viscous heat generated in the fluid-
film. This increase causes rotor and pad thermal expansions, with
corresponding film thickness reductions, which could significantly
impact rotor-dynamic response. Most importantly for the ME, the
circumferential temperature distribution of the shaft caused by
asymmetric heating creates a thermal bending moment that causes
thermal bow. The 3D FEM shaft domain is coupled with the
beam model to form the hybrid FEMmodel (HFEM). This provides
a more accurate model for thermally induced bending, as opposed to
a simple beam approach [16], and limits computation time increase
by localizing the solid elements near to the journal. Heat conduction

Fig. 4 Solid domains for transient thermal deformation predic-
tion (ME Solver)
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and thermal deformation are solved for the same rotor and pad
domains. The temperature fields that cause the thermal deforma-
tions and bow are provided by solution of the transient heat conduc-
tion equation [16,32]

ρs c p, s
∂Ts
∂t

=∇ · (k s∇Ts) (16)

where s is the domain index of the rotor and pads, ρs is the density,
cp,s is the specific heat, and ks is the thermal conductivity of the
solid.
The FEM form of the transient heat conduction equation is given

by (17), where the specific heat matrix is [CT,s], the conductivity
matrix is [KT,s] and the transient temperature vector for the solid
is {Ts}, as discussed in the appendix of Part I. A modal reduction
technique, using the thermal mode eigenvector matrix [Φs], is
applied, and the reduced and decoupled equation is given by
Eq. (18). The uncoupled differential equations in (18) are very effi-
ciently solved with an analytical solution, since the modal force
vector {Fξ,s} is based on the average heat flux over an orbit, and
therefore is treated as constant in time.
Transient temperature (solid domain):

[CT ,s]
(nT ,s×nT ,s)

{Ṫs}
(nT ,s×1)

+ [KT ,s]
(nT ,s×nT ,s)

{Ts}
(nT ,s×1)

= {FT ,s}
(nT ,s×1)

(17)

Modal reduction for transient temperature (solid domain):

{ξ̇s}
(ms×1)

+ [λs]
(ms×ms)

{ξs}
(ms×1)

= [Cξ,s]
−1

(ms×ms)

{Fξ,s}
(ms×1)

(18)

where [λs]= [Φs]
T[Cs]

−1[Ks][Φs] and {Fξ,s}= [Φs]
T{Fs}.

Deformation (solid domain):

[Ks]
(3ns×3ns)

{xts}
(3ns×1)

= {Fs}
(3ns×1)

(19)

The temperature field obtained from the solution of Eq. (18) is
substituted, as the thermal load, into the force vector {Fs} in
Eq. (19). Centrifugal force is also included in {Fs}, which was
neglected in prior studies [14,16,17], and is discussed in the appen-
dix of Part I. The displacement solutions {xts} of the beam and 3D
FEM models are utilized to calculate the thermal imbalance and
bow, and phase angles {ebw(z), φbw(z), θbw(z), ψbw(z)}

T in Eq. (9).
These act synchronously, similarly with the excitation force
sources, and can cause the thermally induced rotor instability (ME).
With reference to Fig. 5, the thermally induced imbalance and

bow are given by

ebw(z)
φbw(z)
θbw(z)
ψbw(z)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭

=
{eBM(z), φBM(z), θBM(z), ψBM(z)}

T , 0 ≤ z ≤ zL
{eFE(z), φFE(z), θFE(z), ψFE(z)}

T , zL ≤ z ≤ zR
{eFE(zR) + (z − zR) tan(βR), φFE(zR), βR, φFE(zR)}

T , zR ≤ z ≤ zEND

⎧⎨
⎩ (20)

and vary according with the axial segment of the shaft considered.
The critical axial locations are the starting and ending points of the
3D FEM rotor. The thermally induced imbalance 1 (ebw) and
thermal bow (θbw), with their phase angles (φbw, ψbw), are deter-
mined by the beam model solution when z≤ zL, and are calculated
from the 3D FEM displacement solution if zL≤ z≤ zR. For z greater
than zR, the thermal imbalance and bow are determined from the
assumption of constant thermal bow and phase angles (θbw(z)=
βR, φbw(z)=ψbw(z)=φFE(zR)), determined from the 3D FEM shaft
domain.

3 Algorithm for Morton Effect Simulation
The ME is a highly coupled thermal-vibration phenomena that

typically involves thermal responses on the order of minutes and
vibration responses on the order of msecs. This disparity in time
scales presents a simulation challenge to maintain accuracy while
providing an economical, practical solution time. A staggered

time integration scheme [13] is used as illustrated in Fig. 6, for
this purpose. The underlying assumption is that the temperatures
in the thermal model maintain essentially constant values over
many cycles of vibration, after which they are updated. The short
time scale (Δtl, local time period) on the order of the shaft’s rotation
period, is applied to the rotor and pad dynamic models coupled with
the Reynolds, fluid-film energy, and HBP models during the time
integration. The long time scale (Δtg, global time period) is
applied for the transient solid heat conduction model and was
empirically selected based on simulation studies to be 200 rotation
periods [16]. In the case of the HBP model, the time integration is
alternatively carried out for both local and global time periods,
regarding the thermal mass of the OBP and IBP domains.
Figure 7 shows the overall algorithm for transient ME simulation.

The ME simulation is started with the initialization of all dependent
variables represented in Table 1. All necessary mass, stiffness, and
damping matrices are assembled before the main computation
begins. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are then calculated for

Fig. 5 Illustration of HFEM for calculating thermal imbalance
and bow Fig. 6 Staggered time integration scheme
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the modal reduction and transformation between the physical and
modal coordinates.
The rotor-pad dynamics, coupled with the Reynolds, HBP transi-

ent, and fluid-film energy transient solvers sequentially compute
their respective dependent variables to acquire a new YD (displace-
ments and velocities of the rotor and pads) during the time integra-
tion. During each time-step, the hf and ḣf (film thickness and film
thickness derivative), including hs,TE (film thickness change by
thermal deformation), are estimated from the calculated YD and
Xts (displacement vector by thermal deformation). The hf and ḣf
are the needed in all physical models of the fluid domains. Thus,
YD and Xts are treated as inputs in the Reynolds, HBP transient,
and fluid-film energy transient solvers. Each domain is implicitly
coupled with other domains, via the dependence of any domain
on the calculated quantities from other domains. For instance, the
Reynolds solver requires the fluid-film temperature field (Tf) for
the new dynamic viscosity field μf(Tf). The pressure field (P)
from the Reynolds solver is utilized to determine the velocity
fields in the fluid-film (u, v, w) and HBP (uIB, vIB, wIB, wOB)
models. Also, the HBP and fluid-film energy transient solvers
share the temperature fields (Tf, TIB) for the fluid–fluid-type inter-
face boundary prescriptions, and both solvers include the solid tem-
perature field (Ts) as an input for the fluid–solid-type interface
boundary prescription.
As seen in the (2–4) process of Fig. 7, P andXts are applied to the

force terms in the dynamic rotor and pad models. Here, Xts, as
obtained from the solid thermal deformation solver, is utilized to
compute the thermal imbalance (ebw, φbw) and bow (θbw, ψbw),
which are vital for the ME prediction. Then, the adaptive time inte-
gration of the dynamic models (adaptive time-step,Δt1) is explicitly
implemented during the local time period (Δtl), and it produces the
new YD. The motion vector YD includes the rotor’s displacements
and velocities (xR, yR, θRx, θRy, ẋR, ẏR, θ̇Rx, θ̇Ry) along with the
rigid (xpvt, δtilt, ẋ pvt, δ̇tilt) or flexible (xp, yp, zp, ẋp, ẏp, żp) pad dis-
placements and velocities. The time integration of the dynamic
rotor and pad models is conducted for the modal coordinates.
Thus, the pressure field is transformed into the modal force vector
of the dynamic models. On the other hand, the motion YD is
acquired after the transformation into the physical coordinates to
apply it in all physical models of the fluid domains.

The steady-state orbit is checked for convergence [14] after the
time integration for the local time period (Δtl) is complete. After
convergence is attained, the time integration of the rotor and pads
energy transient solver is implemented for the global time period
(Δtg), after prescribing Tf and TIB for the fluid–solid-type interface
boundaries. The solids temperature field (Ts) is applied to the solid
thermal deformation solver to predict Xts. Then, global time is
increased by Δtg(Δt2), etc., and the calculation processes from
(2)–(4) iterates until the global time (tg) reaches the user-defined
stop time (tstop). In the case of the steady-state ME solver, the
steady-state HBP, fluid-film energy, and solids energy solvers are
implemented, instead of the transient solvers. The global time-step
is determined from the time constant evaluated from the solids
domains.
Figure 8 provides expanded details for the HBP transient solver

algorithm in process (2–2) of Fig. 7. The outputs of the solver are
the HBP temperature fields (TIB, TOB) for the fluid–fluid-type
boundary conditions between the fluid-film leading-edge and IBP
trailing-edge. The input parameters for the HBP transient solver
are P, Tf, Ts, YD, and Xts. The deflections and deformations YD
and Xts are used to update the film thickness with its derivative
between pads and are applied in all HBP solvers. Also, P is utilized
to impose the IBP’s leading and trailing-edge velocity boundary
conditions in the HBP mass solver. The η terms represent mixing
coefficients MC obtained from machine learning.
Moreover, the HBP energy solver needs Tf for the fluid-film and

IBP interface boundary prescriptions and Ts for the shaft and IBP
interface boundary prescriptions. The calculation steps for the
HBP transient solver are listed here:
(2-2-1) The HBP mass solver calculates the velocity fields (U0

IB,
w0
OB) for the condition of zero penetrating flow (Q0

pnt).
(2-2-2) The velocity fields (U0

IB, w
0
OB) in the (2-2-1) process are

substituted into the energy equation of the HBP model. The HBP
energy solver yields the HBP’s temperature fields (T0

IB, T0
OB).

Then, the axial MC (ηo) obtained for zero penetrating flow is
derived from the temperature fields.
(2-2-3) The axial MC (ηo and ηnn,o) calculated from the neural

network are utilized to determine ηml (MLAMC). The detailed
theory for the MLAMC is given in Part I.
(2-2-4) The penetrating flow (Qpnt) distribution is computed via

Newton–Raphson iteration, to obtain zero error between the axial
MC (η) for the current Qpnt, and the MLAMC (ηml). The
Newton–Raphson solver iterates with the HBP mass and energy
solvers while updating Qpnt.
(2-2-5) The mass solver computes the new velocity fields (UIB,

wOB) from the Qpnt obtained in (2-2-4) process.
(2-2-6) The HBP transient energy solver executes a fully implicit

time integration. The total integration time is implemented alter-
nately by the local time period Δtl (I≠ 1) or global time period
Δtg (I= 1). In the case of the dynamic coefficient solver, the
steady-state HBP energy solver without the time integration is
used, instead of the transient solver.

Fig. 7 Algorithm for transient Morton effect simulation

Fig. 8 HBP domain solver algorithm for transient Morton effect
simulation
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4 Input Condition—Morton Effect Simulation
All results are obtained based on the total system geometry illus-

trated in Fig. 9. The number of grid nodes (27,485 nodes) in
Fig. 9(a) was determined through a thorough grid convergence
study. The boundary conditions for the structural model are
described in Sec. 2.6 of Part I. The axial node number of the
TPJB is nineteen in the FVM-HBP&MLAMC model, and seven
axial nodes are utilized in the other models depending on individual
grid convergences. The total number of nodes for the elastic rotor is
nineteen, as indicated in Fig. 9(b). The linear and nonlinear bearings
(TPJBs) are located at the 4th and 12th nodes, respectively. The
mechanical imbalance is 2.74e-4 kg*m at 0 deg phase angle, at
the 18th node, and is calculated so its centrifugal force is approxi-
mately 10% of the rotor weight at the planned operating speed
9400 rpm [16]. This imbalance produces a similar vibration ampli-
tude to the experiment when the ME does not occur. The predicted

peak-to-peak amplitude at the rotor-end is 30 µm, and the observed
amplitude in the test is around 35 µm at 7500 rpm. The input param-
eters are listed in Table 2 and are taken from the experimental ME
work in Ref. [29] for comparison. These input parameters have been
utilized in several prior studies [10,14,16]. The heat convection
coefficient of the outer pad surfaces is re-evaluated reflecting the
trend from recent research [31].

5 Comparison With Finite Element Method—Morton
Effect Simulation
By its very nature involving thermally induced shaft bow, ME

simulations require very accurate journal temperature prediction.
As described in Part I, a weakness of the conventional FEM film
simulation is the irregular occurrences of film temperature disconti-
nuities near the shaft surface, indicating failure of local energy con-
servation. This can greatly affect journal temperature prediction
which depends on heat flux from the film. To illustrate this,
Fig. 10 shows the FEM results with film temperature discontinuity,
and FVM results without film temperature discontinuity problems.
These results are obtained for the conditions of constant 80 °C

shaft and 60 °C pad surface temperatures, after 15 s simulation
time. The fluid-film leading-edge temperature and pressure are
60 °C and 132 kPa, respectively. The temperature discontinuity
occurs in the FEM solver for all pads, as shown by the circles in
Fig. 10(a). This anomaly with the FEM solution is grid independent
and adversely affects the journal temperature predictions, which
depend on heat flux from the film. The negative consequences of
this weakness are acute in the ME simulation which requires accu-
rate journal asymmetric temperature distributions. The present work
remedies this problem by use of a highly efficient FVM solver that
enforces local energy conservation.

6 Morton Effect Simulation—Model Validation
6.1 Summary of Experimental Work. Test results from the

key experimental work in Ref. [29] are utilized to validate the
present approach. As shown in Fig. 11, there were two main tests
in the study. The first test was conducted during the commissioning
at the site. The second test was carried out at a testbed for repro-
ducing the ME in the first test. An actual impeller and casing
were installed for natural gas compression at low temperature
(5 °C), in the first test. In contrast, the impeller was replaced with
a dummy equivalent mass, and the cartridge was removed for the
second test. The clearance was correspondingly decreased to com-
pensate for the cartridge shrinkage from the cooling effect of the
process gas.
Both tests in Fig. 11 are considered for validation of the present

theoretical model. The critical speed of the first forward rotor mode
has been calculated to occur in the 7000–8000 rpm range in Refs.
[10,15,29]. A thermally induced ME instability occurred near the
critical speed, did not occur below 7200 rpm, and always occurred
from 8500 rpm to the maximum operating speed 9400 rpm. There-
fore, transient ME simulations were performed at 7000, 9000, 9200,
and 9400 rpm in Sec. 5.3, to check accuracy and compare with the
conventional approaches. In addition, steady-state ME simulation
results are presented in Sec. 5.4 over a wide range of operating
speeds from 5000 to 12000 rpm.
There have been two prior nonlinear transient analysis ME papers

[14,16] that compared predictions with the test data [29]. However,
the previous studies

– did not consider the centrifugal force of the shaft and pad
flexibility

– used the FEM for the discretization of the Reynolds and energy
equations in the fluid-film domain and

– used a constant (uniform) MC approach for determining the
fluid-film leading-edge temperature.

Table 2 Input parameters for the Morton effect simulation

Parameters Value

Shaft diameter (mm) 101.6
Bearing length (mm) 50.8
Bearing radial clearance (mm) 0.0749
Number of pads 5
Pad thickness (mm) 12.7
Pad thickness at pivot (mm) 15
Pad arc length (deg) 56
Pad offset 0.5
Preload 0.5
Pivot type Rocker (cylindrical)
Load type Load on pad (LOP)
Outside H.C.C. (W/m2K) 50 (Shaft), 500 (Pad)
Ambient temperature (°C) 30 (Shaft), 55 (Pad)
Supply oil temperature (°C) 50
Lubricant ISO 32
Material (solid domains) Steel
Kxx (N/m) (linear bearing) 1.7e8
Kyy (N/m) (linear bearing) 1.7e8
Cxx (Ns/m) (linear bearing) 1.0e5
Cyy (Ns/m) (linear bearing) 1.0e5

Note: H.C.C.: heat convection coefficient.

Fig. 9 Computational domain for Morton effect simulation
(27,485 nodes, journal rotating direction C.C.W.): (a) TPJB view
and (b) rotor view
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The drawback of the FEM was pointed out in Sec. 4. The MC
approach utilized guessed MC with extremes 0.4 and 1.0 [26] and
neglected the 2D variation of temperature at the fluid-film
leading-edge [27]. Furthermore, the prior studies did not try to
verify the model above 9000 rpm. The weaknesses of the FEM with
constantMCapproach for theMEprediction are illustrated inSec. 5.3.

6.2 Dynamic Simulation Without Morton Effect. This
section provides transient simulation results, without ME modeling
features, for operating speeds 7000 rpm and 9000 rpm. The
meaning of “without ME” implies ignoring thermal imbalance

and bow in the rotordynamics model. The purpose of the simulation
is to compare the FEM-MC, FVM-MC, and FVM-HBP&MLAMC
for a small orbit (no ME) case. The FEM and FVM are discretiza-
tion methods for solving boundary value problems, including the
Reynolds and energy equations. Uniform mixing coefficient (MC)
is a conventional approach to estimate the fluid-film leading-edge
temperature [14,26]. The HBP&MLAMC includes a 3D between
pads, thermal fluids model, combined with machine learning axial
MC, MLAMC, and is discussed in detail in Part I.
Figure 12 shows the peak-to-peak vibration amplitude at the rotor

end at 7000 and 9000 rpm, neglecting ME. All modeling techniques

Fig. 10 Temperature discontinuity observed in Morton effect simulation with (a) FEM and
alleviated with (b) FVM

Fig. 11 Summary of the ME experimental study

Fig. 12 Peak-to-peak vibration amplitude at the rotor end without ME: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000
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show similar tendencies and values at 7000 rpm in Fig. 12(a).
Figure 13(a) shows that this may be explained by the relatively
small temperature variation between the methods. The temperatures
shown in Fig. 13(a) are averaged over the “thermal rotor,” which is
the solid element shaft model in Fig. 9. Figure 13(b) shows a wider
variation of shaft temperatures at the higher speed 9000 rpm, with
increased viscous heating. This affects the shaft thermal expansion,
bearing clearance, and bearing stiffness and damping. Thus, the
amplitude in Fig. 12(b) shows a larger variation depending on the
modeling approach.
The steady-state results in Fig. 13 indicate that the FEM-MC pre-

dicts cooler temperatures than the FVM-MC, except for the MC0.4
case. This results from the temperature discontinuity problem with
FEM. Also, the MC approach predicts a cooler shaft than the
HBP&MLAMCmodel due to ignoring the radial temperature distri-
bution effect of the fluid-film, at the pad leading-edge. Table 3

summarizes the steady-state amplitudes and temperatures from
Figs. 12 and 13. Circumferential temperature differences (ΔT ) are
plotted versus time in Fig. 14. The ΔT is defined by the difference
in maximum and minimum journal surface temperatures at the
bearing mid-span. As shown in Fig. 14(a), all models produce
similar values, except for the FEM-MC1.0 case, at 7000 rpm. The
differences become more distinguishable at the higher operating
speed 9000 rpm, as shown in Fig. 14(b). The model’s accuracy
for shaft temperature prediction becomes more significant for
higher operating speeds.

6.3 Dynamic Simulation With Morton Effect. The transient
response was conducted with ME for a total simulation time of
10 min. The initial temperature of the solid domains is 40 °C, and
the initial journal positions are at 0.2 eccentricity ratio and 0 deg
attitude angle. The operating speed is maintained constant for
each simulation. The supply oil flow is 15 LPM, and the theory
for the supply oil flow is discussed in Part I. All modeling
approaches show similar quantitative and qualitative results at
7000 rpm, as shown in Fig. 15(a). In contrast, the relatively large
orbits appear at the higher operating speeds (9000, 9200,
9400 rpm), as shown in Figs. 15(b)–15(d ). Each modeling
method predicts different rotor-dynamic behaviors, with different
ME growing and shrinking rates. The FVM-based methods agree
with the experimental data [29] at the given operating speeds. In
the tests, it was clear that the instability did not occur below
7000 rpm, but occurred from 8500 rpm to 9000 rpm. The FEM-
based methods clearly do not show ME instability at the higher
speeds, where tests and FVM do show ME. This demonstrates the
higher accuracy of FVM over FEM for ME prediction. A reason
for this could be the film temperature discontinuity shortcoming
with FEM.

Fig. 13 Shaft averaged temperature without ME: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000

Table 3 Summary of steady-state amplitudes and temperatures
without ME

Amplitude—rotor end
(mm)

Shaft averaged temp.
(°C)

7000 rpm 9000 rpm 7000 rpm 9000 rpm

FEM-MC1.0 0.0328 0.0284 61.2 64.7
FEM-MC0.4 0.0332 0.0240 54.6 57.7
FVM-MC1.0 0.0355 0.0289 63.7 69.1
FVM-MC0.8 0.0349 0.0289 63.4 69.0
FVM-MC0.6 0.0338 0.0263 59.9 65.1
FVM-MC0.4 0.0322 0.0229 54.1 56.9
FVM-HBP&MLAMC 0.0302 0.0287 64.7 72.4

Fig. 14 Circumferential temperature difference (ΔT ) without ME: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000 rpm
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Figures 15(b)–15(d ) show a considerable variation in response
according to the selection of MC, utilizing the FVM-MC method.
This demonstrates the significant uncertainty inherent in using a
guessed, uniform MC based model, even with FVM. Uniform
MC models neglect the radial and axial temperature distributions
at the fluid-film leading-edge, which may significantly affect the
predicted heat flux from the film into the journal. On the contrary,
the FVM-HBP&MLAMC removes the guessed MC uncertainty
and ensures temperature continuity between pads. The FVM-
HBP&MLAMC ME prediction shows good agreement with the
experimental work [29]. Figure 15 shows that the amplitude magni-
tude rapidly decreases above 9000 rpm. Thus, it can be inferred that
a “stability recovery speed” [18] exists near 9400 rpm. Figure 16
shows the peak-to-peak amplitude at the rotor end. The amplitude
scale is more significant than that at the TPJB. However, the tenden-
cies are consistent in terms of the modeling approaches.
Synchronous orbiting of the journal caused by 1×, typically

imbalance, excitation causes the journal to experience asymmetric
heating, and, consequently a circumferential temperature difference
(ΔT ). The ΔT thermally bends the shaft, and the resulting thermal
imbalance and bow may generate a synchronous rotor instability,
also known as, the ME. Figure 17 shows ΔT predictions that are
approximately proportional with the vibration amplitudes in Figs.
15 and 16. This appears to results from the ΔT creating the shaft
bow that excites the vibrations. The variation of responses
between the methods may also be attributed to the variations in
the predicted temperature distributions, due to changes in MC
values or approach.
Figures 18 and 19 show the shaft averaged temperature and tem-

perature distribution results, respectively, for the different modeling
approaches. The FVM- and FEM-based shaft averaged tempera-
tures show a strong disagreement especially for higher MC. This
is coincident with increasing temperature discontinuities for the
FEM approach, as MC increases. Also, the disparity of the shaft
averaged temperature prediction indicates that heat transfer

between the fluid-film and shaft can be misestimated if the classical
FEM with guessed MC is applied to the ME simulation.
There is no temperature discontinuity problem in the FVM-MC

model, but three vulnerabilities still occur: (1) notable MC uncer-
tainty, (2) neglect of the 2D temperature distribution at the fluid-film
leading-edge, and (3) neglect of the transient effect between pads.
Figures 19 and 20 show temperature contours for each fluid and
solid domain, for the FVM-MC0.8 and FVM-HBP&MLAMC
models. The contours are taken at the instant when the hot spot is
located at a 90 degree angular position. All prior MC approaches
assume the fluid-film leading-edge temperature is constant in the
radial direction as shown in Fig. 19(a). The FVM-HBP&MLAMC
model considers the radial temperature distribution and maintains
its continuity from the prior pad via the 3D HBP model. Further-
more, the FVM-MC model predicts higher temperatures at the
bearing mid-span due to the constant MC along the axial direction,
as represented in Figs. 19(a) and 20(b). In contrast, a lower tempera-
ture is calculated in the advanced model by the axial MC variation
effect, which also affects the axial shaft temperature distribution, as
seen in Fig. 20(b). The temperature near the oil inlet is cooled com-
pared with the other regions [27,28].
The MC approach neglects temperature continuity between pads

and assumes complete mixing for the next pad leading-edge tem-
perature of the fluid-film. Thus, hot oil near the shaft surface expe-
riences a forced cooling effect by the complete mixing assumption
when passing through the between pad (BP) region. Thus, the aver-
aged shaft temperature in the FVM-MC model is lower than in the
FVM-HBP&MLAMC model, as shown in Fig. 18. This MC mod-
eling weakness in turn lowers the accuracy of the ME predictions.
A key feature of the ME is the relation between high and hot

spots. Generally, it is known that the hot spot lags the high spot
by approximately (0–60 deg), when the ME occurs with continuous
change of these phase angles [5]. Figure 20 shows the high and hot
spots of all models converge to certain values at 7000 rpm.
However, at higher speed and vibration amplitude, continuous

Fig. 15 Peak-to-peak vibration amplitude at the nonlinear bearing including ME: (a) 7000 rpm, (b) 9000 rpm,
(c) 9200 rpm, and (d ) 9400 rpm
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Fig. 16 Peak to peak amplitude at rotor end: (a) 7000 rpm, (b) 9000 rpm, (c) 9200 rpm, and (d ) 9400 rpm

Fig. 17 Circumferential journal temperature difference (ΔT ): (a) 7000 rpm, (b) 9000 rpm, (c) 9200 rpm, and (d )
9400 rpm
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Fig. 18 Shaft averaged temperature: (a) 7000 rpm, (b) 9000 rpm, (c) 9200 rpm, and (d ) 9400 rpm

Fig. 19 Temperature contours overlaid on the deformed fluid domains at 9000 rpm (10 min
and hot spot near 90 deg): (a) FVM-MC0.8 and (b) MLAMC-HBP&MLAMC

Fig. 20 Temperature contour and deflected solid domains at 9000 rpm (10 min, hot spot at
90 deg): (a) FVM-MC0.8 and (b) MLAMC-HBP&MLAMC
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variations of the high and hot spots are observed in the
FVM-1.0MC and FVM-HBP&MLAMC solutions, as shown in
Figs. 22(b) and 22(c). Figures 21(a) and 22(a) show erratic behavior
of the FEM hot spot prediction which results from the failure of
local energy conservation. The difference in the phase angle
between hot and high spots is dependent on the MC assumption.
For instance, a hot spot of MC1.0 leads the high spot, but the hot
spot with MC0.4 lags behind the high spot, as shown in Fig. 22(b).
Additionally, the new model’s thermal bow and equivalent

imbalance is plotted in Figs. 21(c)–22(c). The thermal bow phase
angle has around a 180 deg difference with the hot spot. The
mechanical unbalance is located at the 0 deg phase angle.
Figure 23 clearly shows that the assumed MC has a significant
effect on the phase angle difference (Δ∅) between high and high
spots. The phase angle difference increases with decreased MC
for the speeds shown. The hot spot location is affected by the
thermal convective effect in the circumferential direction and tem-
perature continuity between pads. A strong convective effect
means there are minor changes in the temperature when the oil
fluid is transported from the prior pad to the next pad. High MC cor-
responds to a strong convective effect which tends to move the hot
spot in the rotation direction, as shown in Figs. 23(a)–23(c). The hot
spot leads the high spot for high MC, and the hot spot follows the
high spot for low MC. These results show that the MC strongly
determines the high spot—hot spot phase difference, if the MC
approach is utilized for ME prediction. Hence, a wrong assumption
for the MC value may provide misleading results for ME prediction.
In contrast, the FVM-HBP&MLAMC model utilizes radially

and axially varying prescribed temperatures at the pad inlets, and
yields results in reasonable agreement with experimental ME mea-
surements [29]. The phase angle of the hot and high spots vary con-
tinuously, and the hot spot tracks the high spot in Fig. 22(c). The
positive values of Δ∅ indicates the hot spot lagging behind the

high spot for all speeds in Figs. 23(a)–23(c). The above results
show that the numerical modeling approach may have a
considerable influence on the predicted ME ΔT and Δ∅. The
widely varying responses are more readily evident in the polar
plot format of Figs. 24(a) and 24(b), corresponding to 7000 and
9200 rpm, respectively. Figure 24(b) shows that the widely
viewed as uncertain, selection of the MC, yields a large uncertainty
in the predicted ME response, and the MC approach predictions
may greatly differ compared with the higher fidelity FVM-
HBP-MLAMC approach.
Figure 25 provides a visualization aid to illustrate the ME phe-

nomenon, in particular the high spot—hot spot relation, and the cir-
cumferential temperature gradient around the journal. Scale
adjustments are used to accent these effects at 9000 rpm. The syn-
chronous steady-state orbit is the displacement solution for the
elastic rotor, and the deflected rotor indicates the high spot direc-
tion. The thermal solution for the HFEM solid-beam structure pro-
vides the journal radial growth, thermal imbalance, and rotor bow.
Comparison of the deflected rotor direction and peak temperature
confirms that the journal surface’s hot spot lags the high spot, con-
sistent with the trend indicated in Fig. 22(c). The thermal bow
(thermal rotor) orbits at an angle 180 deg from the hot spot angle.

6.4 Steady-State Simulation With Morton Effect. This
section presents steady-state results to compare modeling methods
and correlate with experimental ME measurements [29], over the
speed range 5000–12,000 rpm. The simulation results are compared
with the results obtained in a previous study [16], which neglected
the spatial variation of fluid temperature at the pad leading-edge,
and used the FEM for solving the Reynolds and Energy equations.
Figure 26 explains the steady-state Morton simulation algorithm,

Fig. 21 Phase angle of hot and high spots at 7000 rpm: (a) FEM-MC, (b) FVM-MC, and (c) FVM-HBP&MLAMC with plot of
thermal bow at the rotor end

Fig. 22 Phase angle of hot and high spots at 9200 rpm: (a) FEM-MC, (b) FVM-MC, and (c) FVM-HBP&MLAMC with plot of
thermal bow at the rotor end
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Fig. 23 Phase angle difference (Δ∅) of hot and high spots: (a) 7000 rpm, (b) 9200 rpm, and (c) 9400 rpm

Fig. 24 1× filtered polar plot in the TPJB at (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9200 rpm

Fig. 25 Temperature contours and displacement solutions for solid domains in
FVM-HBP&MLAMC at 9000 rpm (10 min): (a) 1/4 Period, (b) 2/4 Period, (c) 3/4 Period, and
(d ) 1 Period
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which is almost identical to the calculation procedure of the transi-
ent Morton solver shown in Fig. 27.
Table 4 shows that the steady-state Morton solver uses a much

longer solid domain temperature update time than the transient
Morton solver. The computation is terminated when the solid

domain temperatures converge. The steady-state approach reduces
computation time by evaluating steady-state modal coordinate tem-
peratures with analytical solutions of (12), utilizing the constant,
orbit averaged value of the heat source term {Fξ,R}. Also, by reduc-
ing the number of iterations of the global loop, the steady-state
approach exchanges a reduction in resolution of the dynamics pre-
diction for the benefit of a significant reduction in computation time.
Figure 27 shows the “FVM-HBP&MLAMC” model predictions,

both with and without the ME. A large increase in vibration ampli-
tude and/or ΔT accompanying the “with”ME model, relative to the
“without” ME model, confirms the occurrence of a strong ME. As
discussed in Sec. 5.1 (Fig. 11), the ME was not observed below
7200 rpm, and it was always observed above 8000 rpm.
Figures 27(a) and 27(b) show that the FVM-based models have

a large amplitude and circumferential temperature difference
above 9000 rpm, which agrees with the experimental results.
Figure 27(d ) shows a large decrease in minimum film thickness
when the ME occurs, consistent with the vibration increase. The
FEM approaches, including the results of the previous study [16],
predict ME occurrence only near 8000 rpm, which is inconsistent
with measurements (Fig. 11). Figure 27(c) shows that the FEM
approach predicts cooler journal temperature, consistent with the

Fig. 26 Steady-state Morton effect simulation

Table 4 Comparison of steady-state and transient Morton
solvers

Steady-state Morton
solver

Transient Morton
solver

Time integration scheme Staggered
Global time-step, Δtg 100 × (ρscp,sLs/ks) 200 × (2π/ωR)
Convergence criteria
(Global loop)

Error of solid domain
temperature

Total time

Note: Time constant (solid domain): ρscp,sLs/ks and rotation period (shaft):
2π/ωR.

Fig. 27 Steady-state ME simulation results and comparison with (FEM-MC approach)
from Ref. [16]: (a) peak to peak amplitude at rotor end, (b) maximum circumferential tem-
perature difference at journal mid-plane, (c) thermal rotor averaged temperature, and
(d ) minimum film thickness
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results in the transient ME simulation. The cooler journal tempera-
ture results from the constant inlet temperature assumption with the
FEM approach which prevents radial heat flow into the journal and
due to the temperature discontinuity problems as illustrated in
Fig. 19 of Part I.
The FVM-MC results show more accuracy than the FEM-MC

models, based on comparison with experimental trends. However
even the FVM-MC approach has the major drawback of MC
value uncertainty. Section 5.3 showed that rotor behavior depends
significantly on MC, since ΔT and Δ∅ are strongly dependent on
MC and temperature distribution at the fluid-film leading-edge.
Figure 27 shows that the FVM-MC approach predicts overly cool
shaft temperature compared with the higher fidelity FVM-
HBP&MLAMC model. The novel FVM-HBP&MLAMC approach
is recommended since it overcomes the weaknesses of the
FEM-MC and FVM-MC approaches and shows better agreement
with the very pauce ME experimental data.
Compared with previous approaches, the new approach provides

a more accurate representation of the temperature distribution at the
pad inlet, which has a significant influence on the shaft temperature,
a key factor in modeling the Morton effect. The resulting effect was
shown to be a broader speed range for predicted Morton effect
occurrence.

7 Parameter Sensitivity Study
The above results clearly show a high sensitivity of ME to MC

value and modeling approach. From a mitigation or prevention
standpoint, it is also useful to consider ME sensitivity to physical
features of the TPJB. This section considers the ME sensitivity to

pad rigidity/flexibility and oil supply flowrate. Prior comparisons
between simulation and test trends for De Jongh’s ME experiments
[29] excluded consideration of pad flexibility. Figure 28 shows
vibration amplitude at 7000 and 9000 rpm, with and without pad
flexibility effects. The ME amplitude growth rate and severity are
clearly influenced by pad flexibility at 9000 rpm, as seen in
Fig. 28(b). Figure 29(b) shows a similar trend for the peak circum-
ferential temperature difference ΔT, pad flexibility is seen to reduce
the severity of the predicted vibrations and ΔT.
Several previous studies [15,18] examined the effect of supply oil

flowrate on theME. However, these studies relied on a conventional
MC model of the thermal-flow between pads as discussed in Part I,
and which is at least as uncertain as the selected MC. The influence
of supply oil flowrate is examined here with the machine learning
technique described in Part I. Figures 30 and 31 show that increased
supply oil flowrate tends to suppress the severity of the ME in terms
of vibration amplitude and circumferential temperature difference
(ΔT ).
Figure 32 shows temperature contours for the fluid-film domains,

for supply oil flowrates of 12 LPM and 21 LPM. The results corre-
spond to a time when the maximum film thickness is located at the
pad4 leading-edge, which is the squared region in Fig. 32. The
effects of the cool makeup oil are distinctly apparent near the oil
inlet (mid-span) and side end, especially for the high supply oil
flowrate of 21 LPM. The cooling oil has a deeper penetration
toward the shaft surface for the higher supply oil flow case.
Figure 31(b) shows that the higher supply oil flowrates lower the

ΔT, which reduces the ME vibration. Injecting cool oil close to the
journal surface decreases its temperature and reduces the ME.
However, this may be impractical in some applications due to the
large increase in bearing oil demand, and its variation with rpm.

Fig. 29 Circumferential temperature difference (ΔT ) versus time, with and without pad flexibility, utilizing the
FVM-HBP&MLAMC model: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000 rpm

Fig. 28 Peak to peak vibration amplitude at the rotor end versus time, with and without pad flexibility, utilizing the
FVM-HBP&MLAMC model: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000 rpm
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Figure 32(a) shows that the 12 LPM flowrate may have negligible
penetration toward the journal surface, and consequently only
minor journal cooling effect.

8 Acceleration of Moron Effect Simulation
Computational Speed
Accurate simulation of the complex, dynamic, coupled multiphy-

sics ME phenomenon can consume substantial blocks of computer
time. This becomes especially acute in an industrial setting where
many candidate design configurations must be simulated. Part I

presented a novel, efficient algebraic solver, compatible with
numerical time integration. Significant reduction in required com-
putation times was demonstrated for the static equilibrium and
dynamic coefficient prediction tasks. The same method is applica-
ble to ME simulation. Figures 33(a) and 33(b) show very large
reductions in execution time while using the new computational
algorithm in the FVM-based solver.
The elapsed wall clock execution time is for completing the first

global time-step (Steps “2, 3, and 4” in Fig. 7). An approximately
sevenfold decrease in computation time is achieved for the approx-
imately 30,000 node model utilized in the examples presented. This
greatly advances practical implementation of the proposed ME

Fig. 31 Circumferential temperature difference (T ) versus time, and supply oil flowrate, utilizing the
FVM-HBP&MLAMC model: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000 rpm

Fig. 30 Peak to peak vibration amplitude at the rotor end versus time, and supply oil flowrate, utilizing the
FVM-HBP&MLAMC model: (a) 7000 rpm and (b) 9000 rpm

Fig. 32 Fluid-film temperature contours overlaid on deformed film domains at 9000 rpm, for
supply oil flowrates (10 min, max. film at pad4 inlet): (a) 12 LPM and (b) 21 LPM
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modeling approach for an industrial setting, while even including
pad flexibility.

9 Conclusions
This study presented an advancedME simulation approach, utiliz-

ing a quick executing FVM-based, 3D thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic
(TEHD)model, combinedwith amachine learning tool for providing
adaptive axial mixing coefficient distributions. Weaknesses of the
conventional FEM TEHD TPJB simulation method [12–18] were
identified and mitigated by using the new approach. Part I provided
an in-depth presentation of the TPJB component modeling methods,
including a neural network—machine learning approach for provid-
ing axial MC distributions, oil supply flowrates, total supply pres-
sure, and drag torque. Detailed explanations were provided for
utilizing the novel FVM-HBP&MLAMC approach for obtaining
static equilibrium and dynamic coefficient predictions. Limitations
of the conventional FEM-based TEHD TPJB simulation approach
were illustrated and remedied by the FVM-HBP&MLAMC
approach. These include temperature discontinuities and uniform
pad film inlet temperatures, which impede the actual heat flux from
the film into the journal and pads. The former resulted from an inabil-
ity to impose local energy conservation in the film using the FEM
approach. The net effect of the FEM-based model limitations were
lower journal and pad temperatures, and journal circumferentialΔT.
Uniform pad inlet temperatures result from applying a constant

MC over the entire pad film inlet. These MCs are generally
guessed and were shown in the paper to have a significant influence
on ME effect severity and hot spot and high spot phase angles, and
vibration amplitudes. CFD models clearly indicate that MC vary
with axial position and vary in time as the parameters that affect
the MC vary in time. The practical solution for providing the
axial MC as they vary during a ME transient solution was the use
of a previously trained ANN machine learning tool.
The need for higher fidelity solutions have been stressed by the

authors of Refs. [5,13–18]. This resulted from exposure to a prepon-
derance of field studies reporting on machines experiencing the ME,
operating alongside “identical” machines, and operating in “identi-
cal” conditions without theME. This supports the argument that see-
mingly subtle, insignificant parameter changes can be the decisive
factors for the occurrence of the ME. A high fidelity simulation soft-
ware tool is required in these cases to identify reliable cause and
effect mechanisms, to base remedial actions on. The thrust of the
present work is to advance the accuracy ofME predictions, in a com-
putationally practical manner. Its accuracy was borne out in the
improved consistency between the new method and ME test results
[29], as compared with the prior FEM—constant MC approaches.
The proposed FVM-HBP&MLAMC removes the uncertainty

from the assumed MC through the HBP model that includes the
3D IBP and 1D OBP models. The HBP model is a combined
model with the MLAMC to consider the smaller MC effect near
the oil inlet and side end region, and it also takes into account the
transient effect due to the non-negligible fluid heat capacity

between pads. This study showed that the conventional MC
approach provides reduced shaft temperature prediction due to the
neglect of the radial temperature distribution at the fluid-film
leading-edge. Additionally, in the case study, the pad flexibility
and supply flowrate effects were investigated, and both were
shown to reduce ME severity.
The original contribution of the developed model was to develop

a much faster and more accurate ME prediction model. The chronic
difficulties of the ME simulation require sophisticated modeling
techniques and handling a great deal of computational load from
the complex dynamic multiphysics system. There is always a trade-
off between computation speed and accuracy, but both fast speed
and high accuracy are essential for practical ME prediction. In
light of the balance of computational speed and accuracy, this
research provides a valuable contribution and makes it possible to
understand the ME phenomena more clearly.
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Nomenclature
P = pressure of fluid-film domain, Pa

ebw = thermal imbalance, m
eim = mechanical imbalance, m
mR = rotor mass, kg
uIB = circumferential velocity of inner BP domain, m/s
vIB = radial velocity of inner BP domain, m/s
wIB = axial velocity of inner BP domain, m/s
wOB = axial velocity of outer BP domain, m/s
xp = pad total x displacement by dynamic model, m

xpvt = pivot total x displacement in local coordinate, m
xR = rotor total x displacement by dynamic model, m
xtp = Pad total x displacement by thermal deformation, m
xtr = rotor total x displacement by thermal deformation, m
yp = pad total y displacement by dynamic model, m
yR = rotor total y displacement by dynamic model, m
ytp = pad total y displacement by thermal deformation, m
ytr = rotor total y displacement by thermal deformation, m

Fig. 33 Elapsed wall clock time for the first global time-step (“2, 3, and 4” in Fig. 7) at
(10,000 rpm, 15.142 LPM) in ME simulation: (a) rigid pad and (b) flexible pad
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zp = pad total z displacement by dynamic model, m
ztp = pad total z displacement by thermal deformation, m
ztr = rotor total z displacement by thermal deformation, m
IT = rotor’s transverse mass moment of inertia
Tf = temperature of fluid-film domain, °C
TIB = temperature of inner BP domain, °C
TOB = temperature of outer BP domain, °C
TP = temperature of pad domain, °C
TR = temperature of rotor domain, °C
δtilt = pivot total angular displacement, rad
η = axial mixing coefficient

ηml = machine learning axial mixing coefficient
ηnn,o = original neural network axial mixing coefficient
ηo = original axial mixing coefficient in HBP model

θbw = thermal bow, rad
θtr,x = rotor total angular displacement about x axis, rad
θtr,y = rotor total angular displacement about y axis, rad
θtr,z = rotor total angular displacement about z axis, rad
φbw = thermal bow phase, rad
φim = mechanical imbalance phase, rad
ψbw = thermal bow angle phase, rad
ωR = rotor spin frequency, rad/s

Appendix
One-Dimensional Finite Element Method Matrix for Two-Dimensional Euler-Bernoulli Beam (Four Degrees-of-Freedom for 1

Node) [33]. Stiffness matrix:

[KR,e]
(8×8)

=
ER,eIR,e
L3R,e

12 0 0 6LR,e −12 0 0 6LR,e
0 12 −6LR,e 0 0 −12 −6LR,e 0
0 −6LR,e 4L2R,e 0 0 6LR,e 2L2R,e 0

6LR,e 0 0 4L2R,e −6LR,e 0 0 2L2R,e
−12 0 0 −6LR,e 12 0 0 −6LR,e
0 −12 6LR,e 0 0 12 6LR,e 0
0 −6LR,e 2L2R,e 0 0 6LR,e 4L2R,e 0

12 0 0 2L2R,e −6LR,e 0 0 4L2R,e

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Mass matrix:

[MR,i]
(4×4)

=

mR,i 0 0 0
0 mR,i 0 0
0 0 IT ,i 0
0 0 0 IT ,i

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

Gyroscopic matrix:

[Cgs,i]
(4×4)

=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ωRIP,i
0 0 0 0
0 0 ωRIP,i 0

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

mR,i: rotor mass at node i, IR,e: area moment of inertia, IT,i: rotor’s
transverse mass moment of inertia at node i, IP,i: polar mass moment
of inertia, ωR: rotor spin frequency, LR,e: element length, ER,e:
element Young’s modulus.
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